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W hile alcohol use is common in the US, most regular
users of alcohol are not risk users. And while illicit

drug use is less common, it portends higher risk of user
impairment. Although primary care providers are required to
screen for these conditions, research consistently shows op-
portunities for improvement.1 This gap could be due, in part,
to both patient and provider perception of the screening activ-
ity. For example, screens measuring objective aspects of ill-
ness burden (e.g., blood pressure) usually do not illicit reac-
tions pertaining to social desirability in the same way that
screens for unhealthy relationships with drugs or alcohol do.
Furthermore, perceived clinician burden of the screen can
inhibit these important conversations.2–4

The article by McNeely et al. offers a promising
solution.5 They sought to validate a single-item screen-
ing question (SISQ) for alcohol and other drug use to
facilitate provider engagement. Tablet devices were used
to deliver a self-report SISQ at two urban safety-net
hospital clinics; the data were then used to examine
the diagnostic efficiency of the SISQ. The authors report
very reasonable area under the curve for ‘unhealthy use’
(AUC=0.79), ‘current risky use’ (0.83), and either
‘problem or substance use disorder’ (0.82 and 0.80,
respectively). Results were generally similar with respect
to the lower end of the spectrum for drug use (e.g.,
‘unhealthy and risky use’) but had more diagnostic
efficiency for ‘problem and substance use disorder’
(0.86 and 0.87, respectively).

This instrument is reasonably accurate and could easily be
incorporated into practice. Compromises in diagnostic effi-
ciency are offset by gains in ease of use and in minimizing
provider-delivered screening questions about a stigmatized
behavior. More often than not, being an effective primary care
provider is about recognizing risk and initiating these difficult
conversations. Unfortunately when it comes to alcohol and
substance abuse screening, too often these important conver-
sations fail to occur. In the end, clinical utility will often guide
the choice of instruments. Those that are easy to use and
promote conversations about stigmatized behaviors are pre-
ferred over instruments that are diagnostically more accurate
but difficult to implement.
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